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Biochemistry, Not Oncogenes, may Demystify and Defeat Cancer
by Jay Kulsh [1]

Abstract
Presence of mutated genes strongly correlates with incidence of cancer. Decades of research,
however, has not yielded any specific causative gene or set of genes for the vast majority of
cancers. The Cancer Genome Atlas program was supposed to provide clarity but it only gave
much more data without any accompanying insight into how the disease begins and progresses.
It may be time to notice that epidemiological studies consistently show that the environment, not
genes, has the principal role in causing cancer. Since carcinogenic chemicals in our food, drink,
air and water are the primary culprit, we need to look at the biochemistry of cancer, with focus
on enzymes which carry out any and all transformations in a cell. In particular, attention should
be paid to the rate-limiting enzyme in DNA synthesis, ribonucleotide reductase (RnR) which is
tightly linked to tumor growth. Beside the circumstantial evidence that cancer is induced at its
vulnerable active-site by various carcinogens, there exists experimental proof of its role in
initiating retinoblastoma and HPV-related cervical cancers. Blocking the activity of RnR is a
certain way to arrest cancer.
Keywords: cancer; DNA sequencing; DNA synthesis; enzyme; free-radicals; genome; HPV;
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In 2005, at the onset of The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) program, Dr. Eric C.
Lander, director of Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard, declared in New York
Times, “Knowing the defects of the cancer cell points you to the Achilles' heel of
tumors.”1
At Cancer World 2013, Nobel laureate James Watson opined, “We can carry on and
sequence every piece of DNA that ever existed, but I don’t think we will find any
Achilles heels [of cancer].”2

1. Cancer war not won
The current year 2021 is the 50th anniversary of declaration of the ‘war on cancer’ by US
President Nixon. He was inspired by President Kennedy’s declared goal in 1961 to land a man
on the Moon by the end of the decade -- which had come true, to international acclaim. However,
the progress in the field of cancer has been quite limited despite plentiful funding over the five
decades.
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Overall survival rates have improved, to varying degrees, for all cancers, primarily due to early
detection and intervention. Preventative measures like reduced use of tobacco products have also
shrunk the incidences of lung cancers.3 But an effective treatment is still out of reach for most
cancers.
Common reasons given for this slow progress is that cancer is a very complex disease -- and that
it may not be one but many diseases. However, there is another possibility, raised as early as
1994 by Scientific American magazine: “Have the researchers and clinicians been barking up the
wrong trees…?”4
From the current perspective, the ‘wrong trees’ referenced in the statement, would all be generelated, since the vast majority of cancer research, during the last five decades, has been focused
on the genetic aspect of the disease cancer. Could this approach, this emphasis on genes, be
wrong to understand and tackle cancer?
There is growing evidence that this in fact may be the case. The close correlation between
mutagenesis and cancer may not be causative in nature. Mutated genes may simply be a
consequence of carcinogenesis, initiated elsewhere upstream. If so, then the genes-centered
thinking may be hampering the researchers in their fight against cancer? The following few
sections explore this possibility.

2. Essence of gene-centric view of cancer
Per prevailing genetic model, cancer is caused by mutation of genes, which are either
inherited or acquired.
•

An ‘Inherited Gene Mutation’ is present in the egg or sperm cell of the parents. In rare
instances, post-zygotic de novo mutation can occur during early embryonic development.
Such germline mutation is in every cell and so may be passed on to the next generation.

•

An ‘Acquired (Somatic) Mutation’ is not present at birth, but is acquired sometime later.
Acquired mutations are much more common and most cancers are caused by them. This
Somatic Mutation Theory (SMT) has become the dominant paradigm.5
Per Somatic Mutation Theory, a multistep process – initiation, promotion and progression
– of random mutations in some key genes leads to cancer. These key genes are either
oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes.
An oncogene results from mutation of proto-oncogenes. The latter are healthy normal
genes that help cells grow. The bad oncogene can become permanently activated causing
cells to grow out of control. Too many copies of a proto-oncogene are also called
‘oncogene’.
Tumor suppressor genes are normal genes that slow down cell division, repair DNA
mistakes, or tell cells when to die (apoptosis). When these genes are mutated or defective,
cells can grow out of control, which can lead to cancer.5
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The sustained proliferative signaling leads to nuclear genomic instability, which underlies
various hallmarks of cancer.
(There are further elaborations of this model with epigenetic alterations, classification of
mutations as drivers and passengers -- discussed elsewhere in the article.)

2.1. Core deficiencies of genetic theory of cancer
2.1.1. Carcinogens relegated to the side
Only 5 to 10% of all cancers are attributable to genetic defects. The remaining 90–95% have
their roots in the environment and lifestyle.6
In other words, most cancers are caused by chemical carcinogens, be they in tobacco products,
food additives, pesticides, or environmental pollutants. But genetic theory of cancer minimizes
their significance. Cancer risk is discussed in terms of importance of genes: high-penetrance,
moderate-penetrance and low-penetrance.7 In the least important last group are two kinds of
genes: DNA-repair and xenobiotic metabolizing genes.8, 9 The word ‘xenobiotic’ means ‘foreign
to the body’ – and only under this category carcinogens are mentioned, almost as an
afterthought.
Chemical carcinogens are, of course, foreign to the body but they must be put front-and-center
when we are trying to understand cancer.

2.1.2. No mechanism for selective mutations
In our body, exogenous chemicals go through one or more metabolic pathways – majority
mediated by the versatile cytochrome P450 enzymes – which may result in excretable
compounds, or produce metabolites that are reactive and toxic.10 In case of asbestos particles and
metal ions like Cadmium, reactive oxygen species (ROS) are produced.11,12 How can these
myriad reactive molecules selectively attack only those genes which are involved in cell
duplication (chromosome segregation, mitosis, cytokinesis), DNA repair or cell death
(apoptosis)? Such genes are a small minority – less than 10% – of the genome,13-16 and from the
perspective of these relatively tiny chemical compounds, the DNA strand of one gene is no
different than that of any other gene. (The carcinogens are usually not known to cause other
kinds of genetic damage to the cell, which would indicate genome-wide assault.) No mechanism
is provided by which carcinogens, or their metabolic products – or old age – might impair only
those protein-coding genes – superset of proto-oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes – which
are involved in cell division, DNA repair and apoptosis.
2.1.3. Immediate cause of unrestrained cell growth unknown
Even if we ascribe carcinogens-or-their-transformed-products some mysterious power to locate
the relevant proto-oncogenes to damage them – or attribute such damage to age-related or
random deteriorations – how could these point mutations trigger uncontrolled cell growth?
Normally, a defect in an entity results in its not functioning at all or functioning at a reduced
level. (That is what happens when ‘tumor suppressor genes’ are mutated; it is worth noting that
only one such non-functional/missing gene, RB1, is known to directly cause cancer in the
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extremely rare case of retinoblastoma.) Despite decades of intensive hunt, no cancer-causing
gene or genes (oncogenes) have been identified which are necessary-and-sufficient to cause
cancer.
In the last two decades, modifications in epigenetic regulators like CpG island methylation,
histone acetylation and miRNA-associated silencing have been introduced as possible pathways
in tumorigenesis.17 The mechanisms of such alterations do seemingly account for role of
xenobiotics in our environment.18 However, the immediate cause of uncontrolled cell
proliferation remains as elusive as ever.
In brief, the gene-based theory of cancer fails to answer some basic questions about the
process of carcinogenesis. The raison d'être for the concept of ‘oncogenes’ is correlation or the
presence of mutated genes at the site of cancerous growth. Could these mutated genes be endproducts of malignant growth, just as dead and wounded soldiers are seen at the end of a war.
Even healthy soldiers do not cause war since they are simply following orders from higher-ups.
Could genes be no different, merely responding to biochemical signals or cues?
The next two sections evaluate in detail evidence for the role of genes in causing
inherited and non-inherited cancers.

2.2. In hereditary and familial cancers, few oncogenes identified
Having certain inherited genetic mutations may increase a person’s risk of developing cancer,
but it does not necessarily mean that person will get cancer. Such medical conditions are usually
called “syndromes”. The most common Hereditary Cancer Susceptibility Syndromes are Lynch
Syndrome, Li-Fraumeni Syndrome, Von Hippel-Lindau Syndrome, Familial Adenomatous
Polyposis (FAP) and Cowden Syndrome. The cancer risk can be passed from generation to
generation in a family, though some de novo mutations are also seen without family history.
They all follow an autosomal dominant inheritance pattern, so that a single copy of the specific
mutation is enough to predispose a person to the disease.19, 20
In all these syndromes, tumor suppressor genes in germline mutations are culprit.21
Tumor suppressor genes (BRCA1 and BRCA2) are also implicated in familial breast and ovarian
cancers. They increase susceptibility to cancers and are passed down through a family in an
autosomal dominant manner. Only 5-10% of breast cancer fall in this "hereditary" category; most
such cancers occur sporadically in people with no family history.21
A tumor suppressor gene is also involved in the Retinoblastoma, which is a historic case. The
mutation/deletion in its RB1 gene was the earliest one identified, in 1971, and gave a boost to
gene-based view of cancer.22 This childhood disease is unique and not called a syndrome since
non-functional RB1 gene does not simply predispose but directly causes cancer of retina, though
some epigenetic changes may be needed. Only about 1 out of 3 cases are due to germline
mutation, usually acquired during early development in the womb, rarely inherited from a parent.
Majority of retinoblastomas are non-congenital and develop in only one eye.20, 21
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On the other hand, mutations in the proto-oncogenes have been identified in only two types of
such cancers: RET and MYCN/ALK genes in Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia type 2 (MEN2) and
neuroblastoma, respectively. The former is a germline mutation, linked to a high lifetime risk of
developing medullary thyroid cancer, but some sporadic mutations are needed for onset of
disease.21, 23 The latter is cancer of the nerve cells of mainly children, but family history of the
disease is found in only 1% to 2% of cases.21
Thus in cancers with hereditary components, time and again, the genes associated are
tumor suppressor genes. Only rarely do we find proto-oncogenes, and when we do, some
external non-inherited factors are involved in turning them into bad cancer-causing oncogenes.
(In the next section, oncogenes are discussed in detail.)

2.3. In somatic cancers, many oncogenes, but no clear causative role
Despite extensive search, over the last many decades, for proliferation-inducing ‘oncogenes’ and
mutated ‘tumor suppressor genes’, no meaningful pattern has emerged for any type of noninherited (somatic) cancer.
Findings show many inconsistencies.24 For example:
• The same tumor may contain many distinct foci, with different subpopulation of
mutations in each.25
• Mutations may vary dramatically from one stage of tumor progression to another.26
• Metastasized tumors often have different mutations than primary tumor.27
• For the same type of cancer, mutated genes are often different and random, for different
individual.26
• Presence of mutations differ from country to country. In non-small cell lung cancer
tumors, mutations found in 15 out of 58 Japanese patients were there in only 1 out of 61
US patients with the same cancer.28
Thus mutated genes in a tumor are varied and random at all levels, making any functional and
causal interpretation very difficult. As if every cancer cell is a unique experiment in nature,
having its own mutational signature, reflective of its distinct lineage history within the evolving
neoplasm.29
Unsurprisingly, the majority of representative “high-quality” cancer research papers are
unrepeatable. Scientists at Amgen were able to reproduce findings in only 6 (11%) of 53 such
published papers.30

2.3.1. The Cancer Genome Atlas Program
In 2006, a landmark cancer genomics program, The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), was
launched by NCI, sequencing over 20,000 primary cancers spanning 33 cancer types.31
The aim of the program was to provide sufficient data so that some knowledge gaps are filled
and the landscape of cancer genetics becomes comprehensible. However no such thing
happened. No recognizable patterns emerged. No synergistic accounts could be provided.
Observed genetic mutations are still heterogeneous or diverse and still random and complex. We
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do have an ever increasing collection of genetic changes associated with cancer, that need
cataloging.26, 32, 33
The enormous data has not yielded any specific gene mutation – or any combination of
mutations – that is necessary, let alone sufficient, to initiate the transition from one to another
stage of malignant neoplastic progression. A considerable disconnect is seen between nominal
"oncogenic mutation" and cancer phenotype.34
There is a sense that accumulated data is overwhelming researchers’ abilities of interpretation.29
However, a small effort is made by putting all the mutations in two lots: drivers and passengers.
Former are causal, while the latter are there by chance. Such ad hoc elaborations have been seen,
by some critics, akin to the use of epicycles in pre-Copernican astronomy.35 The futility of the
latest elaboration becomes obvious when driver mutations are found in benign and premalignant
conditions, occasionally at higher frequencies than in their malignant counterparts.36 The concept
of cancer-inducing ‘oncogene’ is looking more and more like a phantom – and SMT no more
than an epiphenomenon. A new paradigm is called for.37

2.4. Epidemiological evidence against genetic basis of cancer
Cancer genetics explains the increase in human cancers in post-industrial societies by pointing to
significant lengthening of lifespan. It posits that the age-related molecular and physiological
deteriorations may act in concert to promote cancer. The combined pathogenetic effects of
accumulated mutations, increased epigenetic dysregulation, telomere dysfunction, reduced DNA
repair capacity and altered stromal milieu – all take their toll.38 In short, per gene-based view,
cancer is largely a disease of old age.
But epidemiological studies often undermine this assertion. An editorial in New England Journal
of Medicine stated: “Geographic differences, trends over time in the risk of cancer, and detailed
studies of migrant populations overwhelmingly implicate environmental exposures as major
causal factors and often identify the responsible carcinogens (e.g., tobacco, alcohol, radiation,
occupational toxins, infections, diet, drugs). From this work has come the widely accepted
estimate that 80 to 90 percent of human cancer is due to environmental factors”.39
Analysis of data of childhood cancers from 19 European countries showed an annual increase of
2% in infant cancer over the period 1978-1997. Incidence rates of many, but not all, cancers in
children and adolescents were rising.40
Similarly, an epidemiological study, funded by NIC, alarmingly found that the incidence of
cancer in the ‘15 to 29 year’ age group increased steadily between 1975-2000.41
A very recently published study has estimated the cancer burden attributable to 13 occupational
carcinogens across 195 countries in years 1990-2017. It found that, except for the most advanced
countries (top 1/5th), cancer deaths were higher in ‘50 to 69 years’ age group compared to ‘older
than 70 years’ group; people in ages ‘15 to 49 years’ also died from cancer.42
Such findings cannot be reconciled with the view that cancer is essentially a disease of old age.

2.4.1. Epidemiology gold standard – study of twins
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Studies of monozygotic (identical) and dizygotic twins are unsurpassed in distinguishing genetic
from environmental traits.
A study published in Lancet reported that if one member of a pair of identical twins develops
acute leukemia in childhood, the chances of leukemia in the other twin are no higher than 20%.
The concordance decreases with increasing age of onset of leukemia, being highest during the
first year of life and low after 7 years of age.43
Among 432 sets of twins, when at least one was affected by Hodgkin's disease, none of the 187
pairs of dizygotic twins became concordant for Hodgkin's disease, and only 10 of the 179 pairs
of monozygotic twins did.44
The data on 44,788 pairs of twins in Sweden, Denmark and Finland showed that inherited
genetic factors make a minor contribution to susceptibility to most types of cancers. The
environment had the principal role in causing sporadic cancer.45
Such studies contradict the view that genes play a preeminent role in incidences of cancer.

3. Source of carcinogenesis maybe outside nucleus, away from genes
As early as 1975, it was reported that the carcinoma cells, after introduction into normal
blastocysts, can give rise to a large variety of normal tissues – mostly strikingly, sperms – in
mosaic mice, thereby showing that tumorigenesis may not involve damage to the genes, but only
aberrations of gene expression.46
In 1987 a study showed that when cells are reconstituted by fusing karyoplasts from malignant
cells with cytoplast of normal cells, the tumorigenic phenotype was extinguished.47 The next
year, in 1988, same authors reported that in cells derived by fusion of cytoplasts from malignant
cells with karyoplasts of normal cells, tumors were seen in 97% of the animals injected.48 The
Figure 1 is visual depiction of their findings:

At the end of that 1988 article, one can see:
EDITOR'S STATEMENT
This is the first description of cytoplasmic mediation of tumorigenesis. There is a clear indication
that cytoplasmic elements play a role in the expression of the malignant phenotype.
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This addendum by the editor of that journal was very out-of-ordinary, and for good reason. It
was a very clear demonstration that genes may play little or no role in carcinogenesis – contrary
to the prevailing view of cancer as a genetic disease. Even after 33 years, such evidence is being
ignored. It is hard to shake the belief of the vast majority of cancer researchers who cannot take
their eyes off the genes.49
Subsequent researchers have confirmed the phenomenon. For example, in 2003, it was reported
that blastocysts derived from medulloblastoma nuclei form embryos with typical cell layers,
showing normal patterns of tissue differentiation.50 Interestingly, these results were interpreted as
“epigenetics reprogramming abrogating tumorigenic phenotype”, which is a stretch since even
the most ardent proponents of ‘epigenetics model of carcinogenesis’ state that genetic mutations
are secondary “critical by-products”, not absent.17 How could transfer of nuclei make those
genetic mutations go away?
A more plausible explanation was hinted at earlier: the root of cancer may not be malfunctioning
genes, but some biochemical processes in cytoplasm which may be triggering unrestricted cell
growth. The remainder of the article will delve into the biochemistry of cancer.

3.1. Looking for origin of cancer in cytoplasm’s biochemical activities
Due to conceptual limitations of the cancer gene mutation theory, and accumulated evidence
against it – as described in the previous sections – researchers have started looking outside the
nucleus in attempts to unravel the secrets of cancer.
In recent years, most attention has been paid to mitochondria. A century-old Warburg
Hypothesis has been revived which posits that mitochondrial dysfunction is the root cause of
cancer, resulting in glucose fermentation even when enough oxygen is present. In the updated
version, a plethora of random somatic mutations in tumors are seen as downstream effects of
insufficient respiration with compensatory fermentation.51 Examples of powerful mutagens like
ROS (reactive oxygen species) are given which are produced in damaged mitochondria.
Unfortunately, mitochondria-based carcinogenesis theory has one serious inadequacy. It cannot
explain why do cells start multiplying out of control when mitochondria malfunction? In other
words, it is as helpless as the genetic theory in explaining the immediate cause of cancer.
*
Among those who are frustrated at the glacial pace of progress on the cancer-front is one of the
fathers of molecular biology, Dr. James Watson, who spent 3 decades exploring genetic aspects
of cancer as director of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, NY. On May 12, 2016 in New York
Times, he stated:
…locating the genes that cause cancer has been "remarkably unhelpful" - the belief
that sequencing your DNA is going to extend your life is "a cruel illusion". If he
were going into cancer research today, he would study biochemistry rather than
molecular biology.52
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To look for mechanisms of cancer-causation in biochemistry is far from counter-intuitive. After
all, most cancers are caused by toxic chemicals and the earliest drugs designed to treat cancer,
just after WW2, were based on the knowledge of biochemistry.53 Most chemotherapeutic drugs,
synthesized ever since, often target some biochemical pathway implicated in cancer.
To fully understand the biochemistry of cancer, we must look at the activity of various enzymes
involved in cancerous proliferation, since virtually nothing takes place in a biological cell
without mediation by one or more enzymes.

3.2. Pivotal enzyme in cancer growth may demystify cancer
Ribonucleotide Reductase (RnR) enzyme converts the building blocks of RNA into the building
blocks of DNA. Beside catalyzing the de novo production of DNA precursors, RnR is also
involved in DNA repair. It is the rate-limiting enzyme for DNA synthesis, without which no cell
can replicate, no cancer can grow.54
Activities of prominent enzymes in healthy and cancerous tissues are compared in Table 1. In a
growing tumor, activity of the enzyme Ribonucleotide Reductase jumps up exponentially, much
more than that any other enzyme – almost 8x more than even DNA polymerase.55
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Table 1 (taken from Weber G. Biochemical strategy of cancer cells
and the design of chemotherapy. Cancer Res. 1983; 43, 3466-3492.)

The enzyme RnR consists of two dissimilar subunits, proteins RRM1 and RRM2. Larger RRM1
is a dimer and binds substrates as well as allosteric effectors. Smaller RRM2 is also a dimer, and
contains an essential tyrosyl free-radical which is stabilized by an adjacent oxo-bridged binuclear
iron center.56
[Tyr-O - - - (Fe3+-O- Fe3+)]
The levels and activity of RnR are tightly regulated via multi-layered mechanisms that involve
intricate interplay between gene expression, cell cycle checkpoints, proteolysis, together with the
allosteric effects via two allosteric sites, the specificity site (s-site) and the overall activity site (asite).54
Exquisite controls of RnR activity are necessary to optimally regulate cell multiplication. This
critical enzyme for cell-division is already known to impact cancer susceptibility.57 The next
small step needs to be taken to view this enzyme as the site where, in all probability, cancer is
initiated.
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RnR-based model of carcinogenesis proposes that RRM2 subunit of this enzyme, containing
diferric-tyrosyl-radical active site, is primary, and perhaps the only, target of all variety of
carcinogenic chemicals. Various characteristics of tumor cells – anchorage independence,
dedifferentiation, metastasis, angiogenesis, genetic aberrations, chromosomal anomalies,
genomic instability, etc. – all result from the cascade of events that is initiated at the RRM2
subunit by adverse stimuli.
It is noteworthy that the RnR enzyme resides in the cytosol. The deoxynucleotides produced by it
diffuse into the nucleus or are transported into mitochondria.58 Thus this model is in accordance
with observations depicted in Figure 1.
The mechanism of initiation of cancer at the RRM2 subunit of the enzyme RnR in a variety of
malignant neoplastic transformations is elucidated below: (First two sections are based on
circumstantial evidence while direct experimental proof exists for the last two.)
3.2.1. Chemicals, thought to be culpable in a large number of cancer cases, fall in two
broad categories of carcinogens: direct-acting and indirect-acting. The direct carcinogens, of
which there are only a few, e.g., dimethyl sulfate, are reactive electrophiles, i.e., they seek out
and react with negatively charged centers in other compounds. Indirect carcinogens such as
highly inert polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, can attain even more reactive electrophilic
centers by going through any of the various metabolic oxidative pathways in the body, involving
powerful cytochrome P-450 enzymes.10
In addition to being/becoming electrophilic, chemical carcinogens are, in general, hydrophobic in
nature. Molecules with these characteristics are especially suited to access the active site of the
enzyme RnR since Glu/Asp residues around ferric ions constitute a negatively charged
environment,56, 59 and tyrosyl free-radical is located in a hydrophobic pocket.56, 60
According to this model of the mechanism of induction of cancer, carcinogenic chemicals,
and/or their metabolic products, are attracted to the electro-magnetically charged active site of
the enzyme ribonucleotide reductase, and once there, would disturb the finely tuned rhythmic
controls in place. Accumulation of such miscreant/irritant molecules may go on for years, till a
threshold is crossed, resulting in persistent overstimulation. A chain of events is set in motion
culminating in the production of outlaw tumor cells. Responding to the "non-self" antigens on
the surface of these cells, the immune system would eliminate them. However, over a period of
time ("the latency period"), weakly antigenic cancer cells, capable of evading immune
surveillance, would evolve – and cancerous growth gains a foothold.
3.2.2. Extremely fine asbestos fibers are known to cause malignant tumor growth after a
latency period of 20 to 40 years. After uptake by lung-cells, phagocytic cells that engulf asbestos
fibers produce large amounts of free radicals and other reactive oxygen species (ROS) due to
their inability to digest the fibers. This model provides for these oxygen radicals a singularly
sensitive target-site to initiate, albeit unwarranted, cell proliferation – in a manner similar to
carcinogenic chemicals. Slow struggle with the immune system would commence then on, which
may be lost only after a few decades. Please note, epidemiological studies indicate that ironcontaining asbestos fibers appear more carcinogenic.11 The case of established carcinogenic
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metal ions like Cadmium is very similar since elevated levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
are seen in the human body in their presence. 12
3.2.3. High-risk human Papilloma viruses (HPVs) are causal agents for human cervical
cancers. The viral proliferation activity is completely dependent on its two genes E6 and E7, the
latter of which is more potent and induces upregulation of RRM2 subunit of the enzyme RnR of
the host.61 The exogenous activation of RnR, which was initially meant to help make copies of
only the invading virus, over time (“latency period”) starts building unneeded copies of the cells
of the human host.
In fact, diferric-tyrosyl-radical containing RRM2 has become a new molecular marker for the
diagnosis and clinical outcomes of cervical cancer.62
3.2.4. While studying of mechanism of cancer causation by HPVs, researchers discovered
that the E7 protein of virus targets and inactivates the retinoblastoma gene (RB).63 This results
in the release of active E2F transcription factors which then bind to the RRM2 promoter region,
putting enzyme RnR in overdrive – and causing improper proliferation of cells.61 These findings
make it possible to understand why non-functional/missing RB gene in infants is responsible for
retina cancer, mediated by unchecked activity of RnR.
Thus, we have seen that in all types of cancer, persistent over-stimulation/overexpression of the active-site-containing RRM2 subunit of the enzyme ribonucleotide reductase
may be the trigger that sends the entire elegant cell-division machinery spinning out of control.
This RnR-based model of carcinogenesis answers the hitherto unanswerable questions about
cancer: What is the immediate cause of unrestrained cell growth? How and why does cell
proliferation go out of control?

3.3. Disabling the enzyme ribonucleotide reductase will defeat cancer
Whether or not cancer is initiated, in all cases, at the enzyme ribonucleotide reductase (RnR), it
is beyond dispute that if you stop RnR, you stop cancer. As a result, this enzyme is considered a
classical target for cancer therapeutics.64, 65
Chemotherapeutic compounds aiming to block this enzyme have been synthesized since early
1970’s.66 They fall in three broad categories: iron chelators inhibitors, radical scavengers and
nucleoside analogues. Unfortunately these drugs have limited potency and produce toxic side
effects. Despite this, several U.S. Food and Drug Administration–approved RnR inhibitors are
used clinically to treat various forms of cancer.57
The enzyme RnR remains key to stopping cancer. By blocking this enzyme, we would, most
likely, be nipping cancer in the bud.
⚫
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